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Parent iPad information night
26 February 2020

Tonight…
✤

Taking a look at what digital learning looks like at
Eastwood

✤

Exploring what options there are in purchasing a device

✤

Advising you on which device to purchase…and from
where

✤

Giving you some pointers on how to secure your child’s
device and explaining what the school does to keep your
child safe

Find an iPad
and a partner
(or two…)
Locate the app ‘NearPod’ and open it.
Type the code you are about to see on the
board.
Enter your team name in the top box
Wait for the teacher to begin…

Consuming vs. Creating…
✤

Both have a place in schools

✤

We focus more and more on creation as students and teachers become proficient with these digital tools.

Creating

Consuming

Creating with an iPad is so much more than filming with the camera. There are 4 ways
that teachers can encourage creation in their classroom.
SAMR model
Substitution, Augmentation, Modification and Redefinition.
Here is an example of the SAMR model working with a handwritten story:
- Substitution: a google doc simply replaces pen and paper in a writing piece.
-Augmentation: a word document with text to speech is used to streamline the
writing process.
Modification: the document created with a google doc and text to speech is shared
on a blog where peers can give feedback to one another to improve the writing
process.
Redefinition: Instead of a written piece, students create a short film using the
Veescope app and edit in iMovie.

The idea or notion of
consuming with an iPad is
simply gaining information,
playing a recall game or
being entertained. YouTube,
Safari, iTunes TV shows,
Netflix and movies, and all
the various reader-type apps
are simple examples of
consuming content.

-

**Veescope is an app that creates scenes in different locations without leaving the
school. This uses green screen technology.

What do we do?
Specialists

Junior School

Middle School
-

-

-

-

-

-

Using Seesaw to share
work
Creating music via
garage band and sound
board apps
Using adobe suite apps
with ApplePencil to
draw and sketch designs
Videoing Auslan
assessments
Interacting with their
teacher using apps such
as Google Classroom
and Apple Classroom.

-

-

-

-

-

Completing interactive
journals to demonstrate
understanding in a range
of learning areas
Sharing their work with
their teacher and peers
through classroom apps
Creating books, movies
and posts
Capturing learning with
photos and videos
Beginning to code
robotics using their own
and school devices.

-

-

-

-

Developing content such
as games and apps
Completing publishing
of work in a variety of
ways (videos, apps,
games etc)
Sharing work with their
teacher via classroom
apps
Complete use of
GoogleSuite (school
provided email address
and access to apps)
Minecraft Education for
content delivery across
many curriculum areas

Senior School

-

-

-

Interactive projects and
journals
Publishing of work
Coding and robotics
Game based learning
Interactive assessment
Communicating with
teachers regarding work
via Google Classroom
Use of Microsoft office
suite on iPad (provided
by the government)

Please remember all students get FREE access to the
complete Microsoft Office suite (word, excel, powerpoint
etc). They need to use their Microsoft login (which is the
same as Minecraft) to gain access to this on ANY device.

Purchasing a device
✤

Eastwood uses Apple iPads both as student and school owned devices. It is therefore preferable and recommended that you purchase an Apple device.

✤

iPad 9.7inch or larger

✤

Storage size isn’t a huge issue unless you’re planning to store a lot of apps, music or movies on the device.

✤

2017 onwards

✤

Purchase AppleCare+

✤

Purchase a cover which is protective

Apple Family Funded Program
Visit the Apple store at Doncaster for a special education discount for families.
I believe the price is $499 using this program.

Prices correct as of 25/2/2020

Student/Family responsibilities…
✤

Bring iPad to school each

✤

Bring iPad charged

✤

Install appropriate apps as prescribed by year level

✤

Monitor iPad usage at home

✤

Buy a protective case and leave this on the device

✤

iCloud sharing - be aware that your photos and messages will
appear on student devices.

Scan me for
iPad security
steps

What does Eastwood
and the DET do?
✤

Students are behind two levels of filtered of internet (EduSTAR blocks youtube and inappropriate sites as well as NetSpace Proxy
which is a state level proxy which blocks other stuff that might be
unforeseen or illegal).

✤

You will have a third layer if you use parent controls.

✤

Netspace also implements Google safe search (doesn’t mean it
won’t happen, just makes it safer).

✤

Apps like TikTok and Facebook are blocked (unless in their cache)

✤

Eastwood has the ability to block stuff and unblock other stuff if
need be.

✤

Explicit teaching regarding safe online use and what to do if
something goes wrong

✤

Monitoring of school devices via Meraki

✤

Locked cabinets for all student owned devices - students to bring
these in each day and give to their teacher. Devices go home each
night. Explicit teaching is done at the start of the year to ensure
students know how to transport their iPad around the school
safely and steps are taken to ensure that this is kept at a minimum.

eSafety Early
Years
Online Safety for under 5s booklet

Please email me if you have any further questions or require
extra support in purchasing, setting up or using your child’s
device.

pepprell.megan.a@edumail.vic.gov.au

